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Race To Zero is a global campaign to rally leadership and support from

businesses, cities, regions, and investors for a healthy, resilient, zero carbon
recovery.

These ‘real economy’ actors join 120 countries in the largest ever alliance

committed to achieving the overarching theme: net zero carbon emissions by
2050 at the latest.

Now we’re encouraging people all over the world to join us and work towards Net
Zero carbon emissions in their own lives.

For the first time, this report lays out a clear pathway for individuals, and shows

how people can reach a Paris aligned 1.5 degree and a net zero lifestyle. Many of

the everyday changes that cut carbon, also improve wellbeing and, as this report
shows, using a framework of Reduce, Replace, Repair, it is achievable by 2030 or
sooner.

We believe that citizens and consumers can come together to choose a healthier,

resilient zero carbon future for us all and we invite everybody to start now. You can
use Giki Zero to Cut a Tonne in ’21, as your first step.

December 2020
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Reduce, Replace, Repair

A practical pathway for individuals to reach Net Zero
Executive Summary

In September 2019 4 million people around the world joined the Global Climate

Strike i. By the start of 2020, 1,400 local governments in 28 countries had declared a
climate emergency ii and by October, 1,000 businesses had signed up to Science

Based Targets. iii

What this highlights is that more and more people, companies and governments
want to take action in order to avoid the worsening and accelerating climate
crisis. Increasingly people also understand that cutting their personal carbon
footprint is a key part of the role they have to play.

However, the challenge is that whilst many people want to do the right thing they
are often unsure about what “right” looks like, or what exactly to do.

Low awareness of their overall impact, uncertainty about how a sustainable life

will fit with their lifestyle and budget, and questions about which steps they should
take to really cut carbon all add to the problem. A wide choice of often unfamiliar

products and complex information create cognitive overload, which is further
compounded by a shortage of time and other more pressing daily concerns.

Perhaps it’s unsurprising that against this backdrop many people don’t know
where and how to begin.

Using Giki Zero’s science-based carbon footprint model, this article describes a

framework which helps individuals deal with this challenge and take effective

action.

Following an emissions reductions framework of Reduce, Replace and Repair (the

3Rs) we construct a representative pathway for a typical UK individual which

shows the tangible steps they can take to cut their carbon footprint. We find that,

based on technologies available today, Reduce and Replace steps can achieve a
carbon footprint that is aligned with the 1.5C Paris targets. With the inclusion of
Repair steps the same individual can lead a Net Zero life.

As such we believe that the 3Rs framework is very encouraging in showing a

practical pathway to Net Zero in the UK. Moreover, it could also be very impactful
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for individual behaviour change globally because many of the actions are
applicable across other high-income, high-emitting countries.

Furthermore, we suggest a simple way for people to get started by “Cutting a

tonne in ’21”. People find it easier to accomplish large challenges or tasks if they

are broken down into a series of more manageable chunks and “cutting a tonne”
within a year feels achievable as it can be done by taking a relatively small

number of steps. iv

We also describe some of the key co-benefits of taking steps to reduce emissions
and discuss the addition of emissions removal in future years. These co-benefits
are crucial because they provide further motivation for behaviour change from
both the perspective of the individual and communities.

Throughout the article we use as our example a person representative of a typical
UK consumer. However, Giki Zero, on which our analysis is based, allows each
person to find personalised steps to build their individual Net Zero plan.

You can access Giki Zero free here.
James Hand, Co-Founder, Giki Social Enterprise
Dr Richard Carmichael, Co-Leader of the Behaviour Change in Energy and

Environment Policy Research Network, Imperial College London. Author of the
independent report for the Climate Change Committee, “Behaviour change,
public engagement and Net Zero v”.
December 2020
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Individual carbon footprints – the challenge

In order for an individual to assess how they need to change to a low carbon
lifestyle they need three pieces of information:

1) what is the target they are trying to achieve

2) where are they currently in relation to that target and

3) what options do they have to get from their current position to the target.

This simple sounding problem is, in fact, highly complicated. Whilst there is

commonality in the long-term target of reaching Net Zero, individuals’ personal

footprints differ widely based on their lifestyle. As a result, the options available to
them to cut carbon emissions are correspondingly varied. Moreover, there are

further constraints, including the availability of low carbon products and services,

budgetary constraints, personal lifestyle preferences and in some cases cultural
norms.

However, even with a clear target there are questions about timing and fairness.
For example, should people aim for Net Zero in 2030, well ahead of the Paris

targets, given the importance of making big changes this decade. Furthermore
should those with high current and historic emissions cut sooner and faster to
enable a fairer transition. vi

As such there will be a wide variation in the personal pathways that people may
potentially follow to reach Net Zero. This creates the need for an overarching

framework that can help all these different individuals build and work through

their own carbon plan which works for their lifestyle, budget and values. In doing
so it also helps to break down the key goal, reaching Net Zero, into smaller steps
allowing individuals to feel a sense of progress.

Emissions targets for individuals

The UN’s special report on the impacts of global warming of 1.5Cvii provided a clear

target – we need to reach Net Zero by 2050. Achieving this will help avoid the worst
effects of accelerating climate change which will impact so many areas

including: rising temperatures; flooding; wildfires, water shortages, ocean

acidification; air pollution; loss of forests and rising poverty and climate refugees.
To achieve this target requires particularly rapid carbon emissions cuts in the
coming decade of up to 50% globally. However, for people in higher income

countries the need for action is even greater if we are to achieve a fair transition
to a Net Zero carbon world.
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In terms of individual carbon footprints this means that people in the UK need to
shift from an average carbon footprint of around 9 tonnes viii to 2.5 tonnes by

2030 ix. Ideally people would reach Net Zero (defined by the UN as any

anthropogenic CO2 emissions being balanced globally by anthropogenic

CO2 removals over a specified period x) as soon as possible after that but certainly
no later than 2050.

So the objective is clear: fast, meaningful cuts in carbon emissions with immediate
effect.

Average carbon footprints today

Whilst the target is clear what is less commonly known is where an individual

currently sits in relation to that target. The average UK footprint is around 9 tonnes
but the spread of footprints is wide with recent studies suggesting that, globally,
the top 10% have a footprint of 16 tonnes and the top 1% over 70 tonnes. xi

Furthermore the constituents of those footprints are varied with, for example,
transport making up a much larger part of the footprints for high income

individuals.

Giki Zero, which is an online webapp, helps people understand and track their

carbon footprint to make it clear how their emissions compare to the long-term

targets. It contains a granular, science-based carbon footprint calculator that
breaks emissions into five discrete areas (Home, Transport, Food, Purchases,

Services) which in turn are calculated by 32 underlying footprints. For example,

Food splits into Diet, Food Waste and Pet Food whilst Transport is split into various
areas including Cars, Flights and Rail xii. Footprints are assigned as either personal
to the individual (e.g. clothing purchases) or weighted by household occupancy

(e.g. electricity usage) to improve the estimation of what an individual is

responsible for. Exhibit 1 shows the average breakdown by segment based on a
sample of over 5000 individuals xiii.
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Exhibit 1: Average carbon footprint breakdown for Giki Zero users

Home
Food
Transport
Services
Purchases

Giki Zero’s methodology is a consumption based, bottom up method which also
leverages the GHG Protocol Scope 1, 2 & 3 standards to ensure all relevant areas
are covered xiv.

The intention is therefore to give individuals a sense of all the emissions for which
they are both responsible and have some control over. By including Scope 1, 2 & 3

(upstream and downstream) not only is it comprehensive but it also highlights

areas which are often overlooked including financial services and investments xv.
Taking a detailed approach to calculating an individual’s carbon footprint confers

significant benefit as a more specific understanding of the problem helps Giki Zero
to personalise the steps that people can take to cut their footprints. Giki Zero

allows people to access over 10,000 variables to calculate their footprint. Some of

the key determinants of differences in footprints include: diet type, food waste, car
type, car mileage, home size, home energy performance, type of electricity

provider, annual spending on electrical items, clothing and appliances and type of
investments.

As such, by using Giki Zero people can gain an understanding both of the size of

their carbon footprint and also how it breaks down. This gives them important
information to think about where they can focus to make cuts.

Exhibit 2 shows just how important it is for people to be able to personalise their
carbon footprint estimates. Based on an anonymous sample of over 5000 Giki

Zero users it shows the spread of footprints, split into Giki Zero’s 5 main areas, and
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highlights just how varied the breakdown can be. This confirms much of the

academic work in this area which finds a high-income elasticity of carbon in
areas such as transport (often due to more flying)xvi and that the three main
components are home, food and transport. xvii

Exhibit 2: The spread of carbon footprints by segment xviii

The 3Rs framework for cutting individual emissions

With a starting point and a target, individuals have the necessary information to
start planning how they are going to act over the coming decade. As well as

providing a carbon calculator, Giki Zero also offer individuals a choice of over 130

steps to cut their carbon emissions. These range from small, easy steps to actions
that have a much larger impact.

We have split these steps into three groups: Reduce, Replace and Repair, which

highlight the different types of behaviour change required to lead a Net Zero

lifestyle. This grouping also helps answer a key question – is a Paris aligned or Net
Zero lifestyle possible based on the options that people have available to them?
The answer, fortunately, is yes and we lay out our Reduce, Replace, Repair

framework below.
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Reduce: cutting out and cutting back

Reducing the amount of carbon we use, by cutting out and cutting back on

carbon emitting activities, offers individuals a wide range of options to reduce

their carbon footprints. Examples include:
•

Cutting out unnecessary food waste or the amount of waste going to

landfill by recycling more.
•

Cutting back on fossil fuel intensive transport, such as flying or going on
cruises, as well as walking and cycling more.

•

Using resources more efficiently with insulation, smarter heating, and a

series of smaller measures that add up (e.g. turning appliances off, using
eco settings on appliances and even just boiling the water you need).
•
•

Extending the useful life of products by repairing, donating and sharing.

Avoiding unnecessary consumption. This covers everything from avoiding

the purchase of new clothes which are rarely used or wasting fuel by idling
cars.

A selection of reduce steps allow our typical UK person to reduce their footprint by
over 2 tonnes xix.

Within this a key component is flying. 50% of people in the UK don’t fly each year
but around 30% fly 2 or more times and account for more than 50% of flight

emissions xx. It is the latter group who have the greatest opportunity to reduce

emissions by flying less and flying shorter distances.

Reduce steps are a particularly attractive area to focus on for behaviour change
because:
1.

A number of the Reduce steps are relatively easy to implement. Examples

include measures in the home such as turning off unused radiators, lights
and appliances.

2. The majority of Reduce steps save money. Using less gas and electricity,

buying less stuff, not flying and not wasting what we’ve got are all better for
the bank balance.

3. People can see an immediate impact. This is particularly true of changes to
efficiency measures in the home.

Exhibit 3 shows the impact that the collective Reduce steps could have on our
individual’s footprint reducing it from 9 tonnes to under 7 tonnes. Whilst each

individual’s steps and cost savings will be a little different we will use this example
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throughout to show one possible pathway to Paris 1.5C and Net Zero. However, any

individual can use Giki Zero to find the selection of steps that work for their lifestyle
and budget.

Exhibit 3: 3Rs steps creating a pathway to Net Zero xxi

Replace: swapping and switching

Replacing the goods and services we use with lower carbon alternatives is a key
part of lowering carbon footprints.
Examples of Replace steps are:
•
•

Switching to renewable energy

Changing to a more plant based diet and swapping to more organic, in
season food

•
•
•

Replacing boilers with efficient heat pumps
Divesting from fossil fuels

Switching to electric transportation in particular electric cars

Exhibit 4 shows the Replace steps chosen for our typical UK individual. In contrast

to Reduce steps what stands out is the high, discrete, benefit of a number of steps.
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Exhibit 4: A selection of Replace steps from Giki Zero xxii
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These large individual savings make Replace steps an attractive way to make fast

progress and a step such as eating a more plant based diet can also save money
whilst improving health outcomes.

However, a number of the Replace steps also require an upfront financial outlay
where the economic incentives are currently unappealing or distorted. For

example, buying an electric car or investing in a heat pump. This highlights both
the need for a long-term perspective but also the role of companies and

governments to provide lower carbon alternatives at a price point that is at least
as attractive as the current status quo.

Removing blockers to Replace steps such as improved EV infrastructure, retraining

heating engineers from old technology to heat pumps and educating people on
the benefits of more plant based diets can also help.

What is very encouraging about the 3Rs framework though is that for an individual
who manages to implement all of the Reduce and Replace steps that we’ve
highlighted they can reduce their carbon footprint to under 3 tonnes. This is
getting close to the Paris 1.5C targets xxiii and could be achieved today.
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Exhibit 5: Reduce and Replace

Moreover, individuals have a decade to make these substantial changes giving

sufficient time to adjust behaviours and invest in new lower carbon capital goods.
This allows them to follow an incremental path with a target for an average UK

individual to cut by around 900 kg every year.

Clearly faster action is preferable, and more action is needed by people with

higher footprints. However, by segmenting the long term challenge into

intermediate steps individuals are likely to find the change more accessible and

less disruptive to their everyday lives. This sits at the heart of our recommendation

to start with “Cutting a tonne in ’21”.

Repair: restoring ecosystems and removing carbon

As has been shown above Reduce and Replace steps, based on available

technology in 2020, can reduce a typical UK carbon footprint to under 3 tonnes.
This gets people close to the Paris 1.5C targets.

However, the most important long-term target is for an individual to reach Net

Zero emissions. Currently for a typical UK person this is only possible by also using
Repair steps which can be defined as steps which restore ecosystems and
remove carbon through sequestration. Nature-based offsets are a key

component of Repair steps and involve either tree planting or forest preservation
but could also include improvements to soil quality or the restoration of marine
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ecosystems such as mangrove swamps and peatland. In the future it’s hoped

they’ll also include artificial / technology based methods such as Direct Air
Capture and Carbon Storage.

The scope for accelerated tree planting offers huge global potential xxiv with some

studies suggesting that 0.9 billion hectares, or over 1 trillion trees, could be planted
without affecting current forest, agricultural or urban land.

As well as having the potential to sequester 200 gigatons xxv of carbon emissions

there would be further benefits for biodiversity which remains in a perilous state

both on land, following decades of habitat loss for food production, and in the sea,

as ocean-warming, overfishing and pollution have dramatically impacted marine
ecosystems.

Despite the huge potential from Repair steps there are a number of important

considerations for nature based Repair steps:

1) Restoration is crucial but nature can only do so much. For example whilst
there is huge scope for tree planting it does have a finite capacity. 200

gigatonnes is only 25 tonnes per person. That’s the equivalent of just under
3 years of emissions for the average UK citizen. Protecting and restoring

nature should not be used as a reason to avoid cutting carbon emissions

elsewhere.

2) Sequestration needs to be aligned with target time horizons. For example, in
order to reach Net Zero by 2030 any trees planted must sequester carbon
between 2020-2030. Typically, the benefits of tree planting are calculated

over much longer horizons, sometimes up to the whole life of the tree. As a

result, they underestimate the number of trees that need to be planted, as
well as the cost xxvi of doing so, if 2030 is the target. However, raising the

estimate for the number of trees we need is good news for nature as we
need to do more, and faster, to restore the natural environment.

Exhibit 5 above shows that, as of today, Repair steps offer the final reductions that
will be needed to reach a Net Zero lifestyle. As such they are a crucial part of the
current solution but, as we get closer to 2030, we need to find other Reduce and
Replace actions to maintain an individual’s carbon neutrality. However, all the

Repair steps we take in the meantime have the potential to confer huge benefits
on nature, biodiversity and local communities.
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Given that nature based Repair steps can only be a temporary solution, in the long
term, people will require the final, unproven, piece of the framework – carbon
dioxide removal (CDR).

In this case removal is defined as a process, with human intervention, which takes
carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere.

The UN’s Special Report on 1.5C highlights that CDR is an important part of

reaching 2050 xxvii targets but highlights that newer technologies such as Direct Air
Capture and Carbon Storage (DACCS) are unproven at scale and current

promising technologies such as Bio-energy with Carbon Capture and Storage

(BECCS) are hard to evaluate. However, older, proven technologies such Biochar
seem to offer not only very large potential but are also in use today.

The full pathway

Using the 3Rs framework we’ve shown how a selection of Reduce and Replace

steps can help a representative UK individual reach a carbon footprint that’s close
to the 1.5C Paris targets. With the addition of Repair steps they can reach Net Zero.

Exhibit 6 shows the full pathway with all of the 48 selected steps for our
representative UK individual.

As a result, the framework contains a very positive message – it is possible to live
sustainably. However, this is not to say it will be easy. Not only does reaching Net
Zero require substantial individual behaviour change but it also requires

companies and governments to lead in many areas including strong policy

frameworks, low carbon products and services, positive incentives and clear
leadership.

Moreover, although we’ve selected specific steps for our stylised example every
individual can use Giki Zero to find steps that work for their lifestyle, preferences

and budget and also choose the timing that works for them. Whether someone is
starting from a footprint of 1 tonne or 100 they’ll be able to find steps to cut their
carbon emissions.
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Exhibit 6: The full pathway xxviii

Cut a tonne in ’21

Faced with the full pathway in Exhibit 6 many people would not know where to
start. They could simply work through the Reduce, Replace and Repair steps in

order but to improve the chances of success and motivation to continue, big tasks
are often best split up into smaller, manageable chunks with specific timeframes.
This is why we’re encouraging people to start their journey to net zero living and
“Cut a tonne in ’21”.

Cutting a tonne can be done by combining Reduce, Replace and Repair steps and

so allows people to choose steps that best suit their lifestyle today. Furthermore,
cutting a tonne is achievable with either just a few big steps or a selection of

smaller ones. Finally, pledging to a goal gives people a simple way to start, ensures
they feel part of a wider collective action and sets a timeline to encourage action

not procrastination. All of these factors increase the likelihood of behaviour
change.

Cutting a tonne ensures that people are on the right track to reach Net Zero by
2030 if they are starting with an average UK footprint. For those who are above
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average they need to cut their footprint by 10% in 2021 to be on the same track.

Although this is a higher target, it also enables a fairer transition to a 1.5C world.

Co-benefits

Taking steps to reduce carbon emissions has benefits beyond fighting climate

change.

Giki Zero also looks at other environmental factors such as land, water and

biodiversity as well as societal issues such as health, fairness and cost. Of the 48

steps selected, 41 have at least one additional benefit. For example, food related

steps, such as moving to a Plant Based diet, reduce land and water usage and are

likely to have health benefits and cost less too. Transport related steps that
encourage more cycling and walking are also good for health – both the

individual and the local community due to better air quality. Most Repair steps are

also particularly good for biodiversity and the protection of the natural world.

For many people the most important additional consideration is financial cost.
Here the steps can be categorised into three groups:

1) Firstly, many of the steps we’ve selected do save money. For example,

Reduce steps that encourage less consumption (less flying, shopping and
food waste) or using resources more efficiently (turning appliances, lights

and radiators off) will generally save money. Reduce covers the largest

number of steps although the incremental saving from many of the steps is
relatively small.

2) Secondly, monetary savings for some steps will depend on individual

circumstances, but, for some, changing market dynamics increasingly
support cost savings. Examples from Replace include switching to

renewable energy or divesting pensions and ISAs from fossil fuels xxix. Some
other Replace steps indicate where interventions could correct market
failures, for example, where train fares are more expensive than airline
fares.

Thirdly, there are a number of the large Replace steps which will save money in

the long run but require a substantial upfront capital outlay. This includes

switching to an electric car or installing a heat pump. This is a good example

where government policy can create better incentives to ensure that making

green, lower carbon choices are at least cost comparable with carbon intensive

options where the pollution externalities are dramatically under-priced. Examples
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could include the end of subsidies for fossil fuel companies, incentives for green
infrastructure and home improvement and carbon taxes on luxury high carbon
items. Consumers could also benefit from greater support (e.g., through digital
comparison tools) to make informed decisions about large purchases.

Using your voice

For all the action that we can take in our personal lives, one of the most powerful

interventions people can make is as citizens rather than consumers. Although it

cannot be measured through a carbon calculator, voting for candidates (in local,
national and regional elections) committed to policies that reduce carbon use

and support alternatives is using your voice as well as your personal choices and

spending power.

People can also encourage their workplace to plan their Net Zero pathway as well

as share what they are doing in their local communities. The politicians we vote in,
the communities we inspire and the colleagues we encourage will multiply our
individual efforts.

Conclusion

We are facing a climate and environmental emergency and many people want to
do the right thing, but are not sure what “right” is, or where or how to begin. No one

wants climate change or endangered wildlife but the reality is that it’s a
consequence of the lives that many of us lead in the world today.

However, using the 3Rs framework we have shown that greener, more sustainable
lives that are more closely aligned with Paris 1.5C or Net Zero are possible, based
on technologies and options available today. This provides a clear pathway for

people over the coming decade in which we need to see fast, meaningful action

to cut carbon emissions. From here a concerted effort is needed from individuals
to undertake the 3Rs steps, from companies to provide zero carbon or lower

carbon products and services, and from governments to set a policy framework

that incentivises and supports people to make these changes. The 2020s must be
the Decade for Action.

You can start today by pledging to hit Net Zero by 2030 or sooner and kick off this

year by Cutting a tonne in ’21.
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The target to “cut a tonne” is for an average UK person with a carbon footprint of 9 tonnes
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or less. For people with a footprint over 9 tonnes they need cut by 10% per year.

https://www.theccc.org.uk/publication/behaviour-change-public-engagement-and-net-

v

zero-imperial-college-london/

Oxfam’s recent report covers the inequality of carbon emissions in detail making a
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strong case for higher income individuals to take greater responsibility given the current
size of their relative carbon footprints https://www.oxfam.org/en/research/confrontingcarbon-inequality

IPCC, 2018: Summary for Policymakers. In: Global Warming of 1.5°C. An IPCC Special Report

vii

on the impacts of global warming of 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels and related global

greenhouse gas emission pathways, in the context of strengthening the global response
to the threat of climate change, sustainable development, and efforts to eradicate

poverty [Masson-Delmotte, V., P. Zhai, H.-O. Pörtner, D. Roberts, J. Skea, P.R. Shukla, A. Pirani, W.
Moufouma-Okia, C. Péan, R. Pidcock, S. Connors, J.B.R. Matthews, Y. Chen, X. Zhou, M.I. Gomis,

E. Lonnoy, T. Maycock, M. Tignor, and T. Waterfield (eds.)]. World Meteorological Organization,
Geneva, Switzerland, 32 pp.

viii

Personal carbon footprints are defined by Giki Zero’s carbon footprint model that covers

32 different areas which adapts the GHG Protocol Scope 1,2& 3 approach for individuals. As
such it aims to cover areas over which people have a degree of control and does not
include government expenditure of capital formation.

Various studies have looked at the 2030 target that is consistent with the Paris
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agreement and although estimates vary they are group in the 2-3 tonne range. For

example see https://www.iges.or.jp/en/pub/15-degrees-lifestyles-2019/en and

https://www.oxfam.org/en/research/confronting-carbon-inequality 2.1 tonnes
x

Net zero carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions are achieved

when anthropogenic CO2 emissions are balanced globally by anthropogenic

CO2 removals over a specified period. Net zero CO2 emissions are also referred to as
carbon neutrality. https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/chapter/glossary/
xi

Ivanova D, Wood R (2020). The unequal distribution of household carbon footprints in

Europe and its link to sustainability. Global Sustainability 3, e18, 1–12.

https://doi.org/10.1017/sus.2020.12
xii

The full list is Home: Waste, Water, Electricity, Gas, Oil Wood, Home Maintenance.

Transport: Bus, Tube, Car, Taxi, Motorbike, Rail, Taxi, Cruise, Ferry.Food: Diet, Food Waste, Pet
Food. Purchases: Clothing, Electricals, Personal Care, Appliances, Furniture, Cleaning.

Services: Accommodation, Financial Services, Mobile and Internet, Pharmacy, Recreation
Services

xiii

The majority of people in the sample are based in the UK. There are a small number of

people from other countries for example the United States.
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For example Financial Services are included as these are part of downstream emissions

xiv

in scope 3. The addition of some of these extra footprints can make a material difference
to the carbon footprint of some individuals

For older people, in high income countries, this can be a large part of someone’s carbon

xv

footprint. For example in the UK the average private pension is over £200,000 which can

have a footprint of over 1000kg based on Giki estimates.

Ivanova, D., & Wood, R. (2020). The unequal distribution of household carbon footprints in

xvi

Europe and its link to sustainability. Global Sustainability, 3, E18. doi:10.1017/sus.2020.12

Although the survey size is over 5000 it should also be noted that Giki Zero’s user based is

xvii

likely to have a material bias compared to the overall population. In demographic terms
the sample is both younger and more heavily weighted towards females than the UK

average. Moreover, early adoption of tools such as Giki Zero are likely to be people who
have already started making changes to their lifestyles and we see this in an average
carbon footprint that is smaller than the UK average.

xviii

Source Giki Research based on anonymous carbon footprints of individuals using Giki

Zero

The saving of 2 tonnes is for an individual. Some of the Reduce and Replace steps will

xix

also benefit other members of the household so the total saving is greater. However, for
consistency we only allocate a portion of any saving to our representative individual.
xx

xxi

Source ONS Opinions and Lifestyle survey 2014

Source Giki Research based on a selection of steps from Giki Zero for representative UK

individual.
xxii

xxiii

Source Giki Research based on a selection of Reduce steps
A target of 2.5 tonnes per person is taken from

https://www.iges.or.jp/en/publication_documents/pub/technicalreport/en/6719/15_Degree
_Lifestyles_MainReport.pdf Institute for Global Environmental Strategies, Aalto University,
and D-mat ltd. 2019. 1.5-Degree Lifestyles: Targets and Options for Reducing Lifestyle

Carbon Footprints. Technical Report. Institute for Global Environmental Strategies, Hayama,
Japan. This is also in line with the IPCC’s conclusion that emissions need to fall by 50% and,
currently, average footprints globally are around 5 tonnes. However, a number of
publications cite figures closer to 2 tonnes.
xxiv

The global tree restoration potential Jean-Francois Bastin, Yelena Finegold , Claude

Garcia, Danilo Mollicone , Marcelo Rezende , Devin Routh , Constantin M. Zohner , Thomas W.
Crowther , Science 365, 76–79 (2019)

xxv

xxvi

A gigaton is one billion tonnes

The true cost of nature based offsets is often much higher than current market values. A

short term horizon for trees sequestering carbon has implications for cost with a 2030

timeline making nature based offsets up to 10 times more costly than many of the tree

planting offerings that are currently available. We believe this makes intuitive sense as the
availability of tree planting offerings sold in the UK which offset at £1-£2 are out of line with
much of the research that attempts to price carbon. For example, the OECD suggests £54
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as a low end estimate for 2030.xxviTo really protect nature we need to invest in line with the
true cost of carbon.

Covered in Chapter 2 of the UN’s Special Report on Global Warming.
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xxix

https://www.lse.ac.uk/granthaminstitute/news/the-mythical-peril-of-divesting-from-

fossil-fuels/
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